Enabling Global Business

UPS is uniquely positioned to assist both the large multinational and the smaller manufacturer, distributor or retailer. To compete globally, these businesses rely on UPS as a third-party logistics provider to streamline sourcing, maintain lean inventories, accelerate inventory velocity, and kit or assemble to respond to customer demand. Order management and fulfillment, critical parts replenishment, parts planning, repair and return services are configured for efficient scale and growth opportunities according to industry needs.

GLOBAL LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE

**Distribution**

- UPS’s comprehensive distribution services are supported by a global network of distribution centers that manage the flow of goods from receiving to storage, and order processing to shipment.

- UPS provides specialized services to streamline supply chains in the healthcare, high tech, retail, industrial manufacturing and aerospace industries.

- Together, these services along with integrated UPS transportation allow companies to save time and money by minimizing capital investment and positioning products closer to their customers.
Post Sales

- UPS post-sales services support equipment after they have been delivered or installed in the field.
- The four core service offerings include: critical parts fulfillment; reverse logistics; test, repair, and refurbish; and network and parts planning.
- We leverage our global network of more than 950+ field stock locations (FSLs) and five central stocking locations in over 120 countries.

Supplier Management

- UPS’s supplier management services take the stress out of sourcing goods internationally and eliminates the hassle of dealing with multiple suppliers located all over the world.
- The logistics experts at UPS remove obstacles associated with international sourcing, including bridging time zones, cultures, distance, and languages to help improve business’ reliability and reduce costs.
- We leverage tools such as our cloud-based technology platform UPS Order Watch®, which lets companies proactively manage the front end of their supply chain and increase global visibility, without investing in expensive technology or resources.

Medical Device Field Stocking Network

- 36 healthcare compliant field stocking location sites provide medical device manufacturers with enhanced inventory placement and access to over 80 percent of U.S. hospitals and surgical centers within four hours.
- Field stocking locations (FSLs) operate under the guidance of UPS’s industry-leading quality assurance and compliance program, feature temperature-controlled or monitored environments, and offer same-day delivery services.

2016 Global Logistics and Distribution Stats

- Footprint in more than 120 countries
- 1,016 facilities (includes distribution centers, bonded warehouses, container freight stations, brokerage offices and forward stocking locations)
- 950+ field stocking locations (FSLs) for managing critical parts
- 35 million square feet (roughly 3.25 million meters) of distribution and warehousing facilities

Worldport Fast Facts: Louisville, Kentucky

- Worldport is the largest fully automated package handling facility in the world
- It measures 5.2 million square feet (roughly 483,000 meters) which serve the high-tech, healthcare and retail industry sectors
- UPS Worldport currently turns over 130 aircrafts daily, processing an average of 1.6 million packages per day
- Specialized services unique to this campus include product testing and repair, critical parts deployment, and product configuration
- More than 100 UPS customers have inventory in Louisville

Awards at a Glance

- Named #4 Top 3PL for 2015 by Inbound Logistics
- Gartner Quadrant Global Leader, 2015